William R. Willard Award
Daret St. Clair, PhD

Community Faculty Preceptor Award
Brett Muha, MD

Abraham Flexner Excellence in Medical Education Award Recipients
Luke Bradley, PhD
Jeremy Dority, MD
Sanjay Dwarakanath, MD
Adam Gray, MD
Alan Hall, MD
Michael Harned, MD
Rebecca Helfrich, MD
Brian Higgins, PhD
Kimberly Kaiser, MD
John Kotter, MD
Dung Nguyen, MD
Kristen Platt, PhD
Michael Rowland, PhD
Kyle Smoot, MD
Habib Srour, MD
Padmaja Sudhakar, MD
Joseph Sweigart, MD
Kelli Trent, MD
Katie Twist, MD

Academy of Medical Educators Awards

Classroom:
Eddie Avallone, DO
Lauren Craig, MD
Michael Kilgore, PhD
Aleksander Lenert, MD
Amy Meadows, MD
Joseph Owen, MD
Sara Police, PhD
Kristen Platt, PhD
Julia Stevens, MD
Mark Vranicar, MD
Mark Wurth, MD
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Academy of Medical Educators Awards (cont.)

**Clinical:**
Jagriti Chadha, MD
Gaby Gabriel, MD
Adam Gray, MD
Melissa Newcomb, MD

**Teaching Awards**

*Silver Podium (Outstanding M1 course)*
Neuroscience

*Silver Pointer (Outstanding Instructor in M1 course)*
Samuel Franklin, PhD

*Golden Podium (Outstanding M2 course)*
Respiratory System

*Pre-Clinical Golden Apple (Outstanding Instructor in M2 course)*
Scott Morehead, MD

**Intern, Resident, and Clerkship Awards**

*Emergency Medicine Teaching Awards*
Brian Adkins, MD
David Muncy, DO

*Family Medicine Teaching Awards*
Ginny Gottschalk, MD
James Rossi, MD

*Internal Medicine Teaching Awards*
Adam Gray, MD
Bill Hacker, MD
Ashley Thompson, DO

*Neurology Teaching Awards*
Gregory Jicha, MD
Ben Barnes, MD
Intern, Resident, and Clerkship Awards (cont.)

OB/GYN Teaching Awards
Emily Cunningham, MD
Katie Vignes, MD

Pediatrics Teaching Awards
Alan Hall, MD
Dorothy McCord, MD
Emma Scott, MD

Psychiatry Teaching Awards
Abner Rayapati, MD
Maya Todd, MD

Surgery Teaching Awards
Andrew Bernard, MD
William Cavatass, MD
Michael Cavnar, MD
Chris Kubajak, MD
Justin Peterson, MD

Intern Teaching Award
Emma Scott, MD

Resident Teaching Award
Ian Cook, MD

Clerkship of Excellence Award
Internal Medicine

Student Awards
Outstanding First Year Performance
Jonathan Bach
Benjamin Doty
Allison Frazure
Kaylee Gouge
Christopher Hayden
Patrick Keller
Elizabeth Roney
Madeline Rukavina
Student Awards (cont.)
Clark Strunk
Seth Walsh Blackmore
Andrew Wodrich

ICM-1 Portfolio Recipients (Behavioral Science – John Wilson & Raven Piercey)
Cayla Kunstek
Ross Owen
Madeline Rukavina
Clark Strunk
Frankie Wallace
Aisha Walton
Andrew Wodrich

Outstanding Second Year Performance
William Anderson
Sarah Boden
Josiah Burrows
Brooke Duke
Misty Hobbs
Zachary Hollins
Robert (Luke) Pecha
Andrew Rudnick
Molly Sullivan
Shelley Zippay

The Irving and Esther Kanner Memorial Award
Misty Hobbs – Class of 2020

Outstanding Third Year Performance
Erin Aubrey
Elliott Campbell
Minus Helton
Alexander Hines
Patrick King
Michael Koenig
Rachel Looff
Patrick Michael
Max Shrout
Gregory Wehner
Douglas Zoerner
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**Student Awards/Recognition**

**Community Service Awards**
M3 – Mary Boulanger and Lucas Shelton
M1 – Carter Baughman and Steven App

**Professionalism Award**
Lucas Shelton and Haley Wehder

**Team Player Awards**
M2 – Wesley Barnett
M1 – Lauren Harris

**UK Salvation Army Clinic M3 Volunteer of the Year Award**
Ben Wagner

**UK Salvation Army Clinic Brian W. Adkins Award**
Kandice Roberts

**UK Salvation Army Clinic M1 Volunteer of the Year Award**
Anna Overmann

**Introduction of AOA members**

**Junior AOA Executive Committee:**
Mary Boulanger
Elliott Campbell
Michael Koenig
Mary Nakazawa
Sibi Rajendran
Sreeja Sanampudi
Megan Stout
Lindsay Westerfield
Doug Zoerner

**Senior AOA Recipients:**
Erin Aubrey
Andrea Frost
Jonathan Grabau
Minus Helton
Carlos Huerta
Ryan Jenkins
Patrick King
Patrick Michael
Elizabeth Mirsky
Dylan Ryan
Max Shrout
Gregory Wehner
Connor Woodward